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F DUCHY of CORNWALL
: 10 BUCKINGHAM GATE LONDON SWIE 6LA

J. E. Roberts, Eq.,
Bousing ~ Private Rented Sector Division,

‘© Department of the Environment,Room N11/03,
2 Marsham Street,
London SWip 3EB, 28th September 1992

Dear Mr. Roberts,
Further to our meeting on 23rd September 1992, as

requested, I set out below the information you requested on
Newton St. Loe, the Duchy village in the green belt near Bath
which is excluded from the voluntary agreement entered into by
the Duchy at the time of the enactment of the Leasehold Reform
Act 1967, in respect of the spirit of that Act:

(1) The Newton Park Estate, which covers some 4,800 acres,
was acquired by the Duchy in 1941. The estate is one
of the main holdings of the Duchy and particularly
well liked and valued by His Royal Highness because of
its well-balanced mixture of farms and woodland,
Newton Park (the listed mansion house) and, most
importantly, the village of Newton St. Loe itself,
which has been preserved by the Duchy since its
acquisition.

(11) Newton St. Loe comprises the following:

46 residential properties, some of which are listed.
2 farm houses and sets of farm
buildings and 6 farm cottages

7 places of work, including the main Duchy
agricultural office

2 halls
1 shop
1 church



ol

A: You can see from t& he attached plan, the Duchy ownsSootrechold Of all the properties with the exceptionalas use, the Mullions, on the edge of theAge, andthe church.
tay) The

3 Duchy has expended considerable sums on the EstateSince its acquisition and now has an asset which isDO only of considerable intrinsic value but whichalso represents a most attractive area enjoyed byPeople living on the estate and by visitors to theArea. The Duchy regards its interests in Newton St.Loe as inalienable, as it does its interests on theQff-islands of the Isles of Scilly, the Garrison onSt. Mary's, Isles of Scilly and the high moor ofDartmoor.

Gv) Four of the larger residential properties in the
village, we believe, would be enfranchisable under the
Leasehold Reform Act 1967 but are currently not so
Decause of the exclusion of Newton St. Loe from the
voluntary agreement, following the resolution of
The Prince's Council in November 1979, a copy of which
I attach hereto, together with relevant related
Papers.

I hope the above is of assistance and that it will enable
Ministers to agree to maintain the current arrangements for the
Crown under the Leasehold Reform Act 1967, an arrangement which
has worked well to date and, seemingly, to all parties"
satisfaction.

Yours sincerely,

re
D. W. N. Landale

Secretary

c.c.: H.R.H. The Prince of Wales
The Duchy Solicitor

Attached.
DWNL/KJISK/AIW
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1: This submissi,2 on reports on discussions with the Crown Estatesabplisaioners and the Duchies of Cornwall and Lancaster about thedecis orion of the new legislation to the Crown. It seeksexenpto"5, On the extent to which their properties should beSt Lhe) {EArt from one significant issue (the village of Newton©) I believe we can accept what they are prepared to offer.
Background

f 2. The 1967 Leasehold Reform Act does not bind the Crown. TheCrown did, however, give a voluntary undertaking (copy at A) tognfranchise its tenants except in certain areas. AlthoughMinisters considered the possibility of binding the Crown in thenew legislation, the Secretary of State thought we should notseek to do this if a satisfactory new undertaking could beachieved. (If the Crown were bound, this would be the firstoccasion since 1760 that it had been forced to divest itsProperty to a third party.)

TheCrownEstateCommissioners
3. The 1967 undertaking would exempt many of the Crown Estateproperties in central London on grounds of historic andarchitectural interest which could equally well be argued by theGrosvenor Estate for example. We have therefore sought a muchmore limited category of exemptions, clearly linked to thespecific factors associated with the Crown rather than aestheticconsiderations generally.

4. They have reluctantly agreed to extend voluntary
enfranchisement to all the properties which would otherwise becovered by the new legislation, except for the minority where:

(i) the land is held inalienably;

(ii) there are particular security considerations;

(iii) properties in or intimately connected with thehistoric Royal Palaces and Royal Parks. (Thisexemption will include the Nash Terraces facing
Regents Park.)

.
\/Sir George Young agreed to this approach earlier.

5. The Crown Estate have now accepted that it would be anonsense to allow high valued houses falling under the newundertaking to be enfranchised in central London while low valuedhouses exempt under the wider 1967 exemption would remain

i =
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x nechEranchisable The, i
& SndenaestakingShot xeptace rather Than sunpionnt TreTartine

TheDuchyof Cornwall

ih 6. The

.. Sh) ethe off-islands off the Isles of Scilly (st Agnes

(ii) Central Dartmoor;

1 7. The Duchy wish to retai:
| Eon these three categories. They are prepared to enfranchise
| roperties in Kennington, subject to Treasury consent as to

| 8. The exemption for the Isles of Scilly is of little

become newly enfranchisable under the new legislation - Tresco
Bey rmomtcsiibertncor dos contain a few houses. But both the

SEE ee mae ets SIO

he Duchy's argument that they have invested in and nurtured the

personal Interest Ce beneiit of exemption under. the 1967
propertyhas enjoyed thebanc ot reason why he. should mow
relinquish control. It has been made clear to me that if the

Telia mtr he his. issue. the Prince will
Cove eh PEE rr (i Geom hee
wish bo discus Lenhin on leasehold reforn generally.)

DuchyofLancaster

1m. The sticking point for this Duchy is Tickhill Castle,

Doncaster, part of the ancient inheritance of the Duchy and one

of its original assets. I think this might be included along

AES 7 7 J
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12. RewicovernLang Toy Government Departments hold any residential property let
rent oasety,andlao fav none have objected to granting

PriceandConditionsofEnfranchisement
13. Where the Crown dy oes Enfranchise, it will follow the same
Jotuat ion prackices TE Eeiocds; They stek one exeaption.
In1980 the Crown Batates granted cerfain of their rack renting
tenantsJong Jesses wes’ diazons, to market valve, somewhat
analogously “to the right to buy discount available to local

in the 1967 Snke. They argue that to apply the valuation basis

inthe 1967 Act for low-value houses (hich if 3 admittedly
biased in favour of the tenant) would provide a double discount
and"would be unfair, ” hey would therefore provos that the
valuation basis’ applied to mediue valve houses and to flats

ased on open market value) should apply. I think this

concession is justified. (There is already a similar statutory

concession for RTB sales by local authorities.) Vv

14. We are proposing that the Crown should be entitled to apply
for estate management schemes in the same way as any other

landlord.
of

LeaseExtensionsinLieuofEnfranchisement

15. The Crown are prepared to agree to grant lease extensions

15: he Crirounstances where they refuse enfranchisement. An
analogy with our proposals for flats, where lease extension is

available only where a block does not qualify for

enfranchisement, would require that the lease should be for 90

years beyond the original term, and would be the same in all

Yeapects except that the ground rent would be a peppercorn. This

contrasts with the provision under the 1967 Act, where the tenant

has a choice of enfranchisement or a 50 year lease extension at

modern ground rent.
M

16. The Crown Estate has argued strongly that if they grant new

leases, they should be on modern terms and conditions. Not only

would this enable them to reflect modern practice in some leases

which are now seriously out of date, but it would help them to

deal sensibly with estate management. Their practice is to grant

leases reflecting the expected life ‘of the building, beforemajor

refurbishment is required. This refurbishment is then a

condition of the granting of the new lease. If ‘they had to grant

a new lease for an extra 90 years on the same terms and

conditions they would have no opportunity either now (as the new

lease is being granted) or later (when the original leasewould

have fallen in) to insist on refurbishment. If they could grant

ave fe te they. could “insist on the mesestazy
BDDated eer apreapriste clauses to ensure fukurs works

MN CL
onee ee—



POLICY IN CONFIDENCE
to keep tneTeflocteq ls, PEOPErty in good condition. This would all be
althoursdy inthe “premiun ‘to be paid for the lease, and so
Proposag SLLezent is not necessarily less fair than what we have

17. I have some sympathy for thei: t - thei;lenteseweisvupatty for thelr srgment ~ their soproech
Jarlects sensible estate management - bub ifweaccepted there
Zassizk of wndemmining cur position on the Bil. (We have
posisted that the terms remain the same and fhe rent’ becomes
BePvercorn, largely to simplity valuation procedures and to avoid
Tapytes botwsen landlords and tonsnis 2 Go what g odern lease
§ould be.)' here is bound to be significant debate on these
issues, and this might be an area on which we would wish to think

on the detail. I would therefore hope that we might avoid
a dispute with the Crown Estate on this issue now by simply
saying that the Crown will be prepared to "negotiate new leases"
where enfranchisement is denied. .

Tactics

18. We need to resolve these issues in time to publish the new
undertaking before second reading. In practice, this means that
details will need to be substantially settled within the next
fortnight.

19. I recommend that we tell the Crown Estate and the Duchy that
Ministers are reluctantly prepared to grant the limited
exemptions which have been discussed, other than on the question
Of Newton St Loe. The new undertaking is considerably more
Jimited than that given in 1967, and the fact that the Crown is
prepared voluntarily to enfranchise almost all its tenants will
Temove one argument from the debate.

20. The Prince of Wales is likely to come back on Newton St Loe.
idnisters will then need to decide whether it is worth fighting
him on this issue.

21. I should be grateful to know if Mr Baldry is content with
this approach.

OlloeCheng
(ah E ROBERTS

HPRS
N11/03
= 276-3379
FAX 276 0531
30 September 1992

cc pS/Secretary of State
/PS/Sir George Young Mrs Phillips
PS/Lord Strathclyde Mr Sharpe
PS/Mr Wilson Mr Rock
Miss Turton Mr Gray
Mr Kinghan
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he MF Malar,the wim of apie, 0 VA8it Newton St Loe on Monday afternoon, with#xCludeg %eaarering Whether Newton St Loe should be included or1% vaed fro Crown's voluntary undertaking to enfranchise
2. wr malaTy is likely to meet Mr LaPuch, ¥ to meet ndale, Secretary to theWales ona "all, who I understand “represents the Prince of- # therefore able to do business. He is likely to beMrRooted DY Kevin Knott (Assistant Secretary) - I think it teWho is effectively in charge of this subject.
Backaround
ie We have now reached agreement with the Crown Estate and withhy Duchies on all significant aspects of the voluntarylertaking they will give. A copy of the current draft is at. This represents a significant advance over the 1967undertaking, in that the Crown is now prepared to enfranchise amuch wider range of properties with only a reduced number ofSpecific exemptions. Newton St Loe remains the one issue indispute.
4. The letter at B describes the Duchy's holding at Newton St
Loe. In summary, there is an estate together with a village of
about 50 properties. It has been in theDuchy's possession since
1941. It was excluded for enfranchisesent under the terms of the1967 Crown undertaking.
Obiectives
5. Our objectives, with the most important first, are:

(1) to ensure that the consent of the Queen and of the
Prince of Wales to the Bill is obtained before 21
October - their consent is necessary before the Bill
may be introduced;

(11) to secure agreement to an undertaking from the
Crown which we can publish before Second Reading - it
is to our advantage to make clear that the Crown is
prepared to enfranchise the majority of its tenants,
in order to avoid this becoming an issue in the House.

(141) to secure that the treatment of Newton St Loe
itself does not become an issue in debate; and

(iv) the tenants of Newton St Loe are not put at a
disadvantage compared with tenants of other landlords.

6. The Bill does not bind the Crown. Hence it might be possible
to secure the Prince's consent to the Bill while negotiations on
the coverage of the extra-statutory undertaking continue. But
it would clearly be better to have the Newton St Loe issueresolved before we approach the Queen and the Prince. Ultimately



I assume th,
Monarchy at the will of Ministers can prevar t c ionaely hes ESLNI cnread ones tet at
avoided. Toversy to the Bill which would be better

7. It woula be possible fToserven oo or the position on Newton St Loe to be
that would She Pivitsheg undertaking for settlement later, but
SoS wiould focus attention on the issue - precisely what ve wish
ovoid. Our aim is to have the Crows cut of Play; to awid

InAeyiment to the lanfiords “sesking lo orpore
Snfranchisenent on the ong hand, or those in Pari {ament uho might

e special privileges of the Crown on the other.

Arguments

8. The Duchy will argue that Newton St Loe was exempt from the
Rasy ander taking, is of particular importance to the Duchy's
holdings, and isa project close to the Prince's heart. They
will argue that estate can only be sensibly managed as a coherent

e, and that enfranchisement will therefore break up and
destroy the particular character.

9. I understand that while Newton St Loe is an attractive
village, it falls short of being of such exceptional quality that
a case could be made on national heritage grounds.

10. Our arguments are:

(1) the Government is quite prepared to consider
binding the Crown, and was only prepared to proceed by
way Of an undertaking instead on the basis that
exteptions would be limited to situation where the
Crown's particular circumstances clearly justified
Chem. © (Although the Secretary of State indicated
earlier that it was not a practical proposition to
Sind the Crown, the Crown do not know this.) It would
therefore be possible to hint that we might be

prepared to sdopt this route, in which case the Crown
PrP lose the benefit of concessions already gained
Yes Regents Park, Royal Palaces, Isles of Scilly) if
hey hold out for Newton St Loe as well. They might,
he wor, call the Minister's bluff - and Counsel
Doeainiy ‘will not have time to explore the
eplications of binding the Crown (which will involve
Anding several earlier statutes) in the remaining
thee before introduction. Nor would we ever really
Sant to enfranchise eg tenants in Windsor Castle or

Hampton Court;

(41) Wewton St Loe is no different from many Other
{i11ages across the country - including some others in

Tage erehip. No special case can be made beyond

the fact that the Prince has taken a specisl interest.

Our proposals for Estate Management Schemes S5%

equate’ to deal with the need for the Duchy to retain

Ae omtrol over the appearance and development of

the village.

singin
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a)OF retaimichy may look for a way of achieving their objective
. contention "I the, village while removing it has a’ cause

might declarehey have suggested, for example, that the Prince

does not app: he village to be inalienable. Enfranchisement
the Dury PLY against land which statutorily inalienable, but
Bot Phin} chvisace merely an entza-statutory declaration. 1 do
Taso monk that this would do” - it would only be effective if the
inas incre transferred to the National Trust and actually became
Miaienable under law. This might provide a way out if the
iy is unable to persuade the Duchy to give way and believes

our position is not strong enough to force them to concede.

Conclusion

12. The Minister will wish to ensure that we have a route at
least to secure the Prince's consent to the Bill's introduction
and to the publication of an undertaking on the Crown generally.
If the Minister can persuade the Duchy to yield, there is no
further problem. If not, the Minister faces a choice between
conceding (probably after further consideration), in which case
the exemptions to the undertaking will need to be enlarged to
encompass Newton St Loe, or seekigto defer a decision while
looking for a mechanism to break the deadlock. Unfortunately,
I am not aware that our Constitution has provided any such
mechanism!

i RAEt

J E ROBERTS
HPRS
N11/03
= 276-3379
FAX 276 0531
9 October 1992

cc PS/Sir George Young
PS/Lord Strathclyde
Miss Turton
Mr Kinghan
Miss Phillips
Mr Sharpe
Hehbesendon
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HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT BILL: NIWION 51 LOK

1. Following my brief discussion with the Minister thin morning,
T have now received the attached letter from Mr Knott concerning
Newton st Loe.

2. You will see that they have concluded that the possibility
Of establishing a trust to hold Newton St Loo inalienably does
not work for "legal, practical and financial reasons". I have
n0 reason to doubt that this is so.

3. The Duchy are therefore proposing merely that the Prince's
Counsel resolve that the freehold interests bo inalienable, and
it then be excluded from the scope of the undertaking on

| voluntary enfranchisement on the grounds of a particular"
| association with the Crown. This is rather stretching what we

| had in mind by particular - I was thinking more in terms of
i Windsor Castle or Hampton Court rather than four houses in an
I unknown village in the Cotswolds.

| || 4. We now face a choice between conceding, or refusing their
[ § request. On the basis that it is important to avoid a major row

and that the Duchy will be prepared instead to grant voluntary
Jease extensions by analogy with the statute, there is a case for
Jetting matters rest. We might also ask the Duchy to give an
undertaking that if the occupiers of these houses ever wish to
sell their lease and that proves difficult because they hold

| #| only a lease rather than a freehold, the Duchy will ba prepared
to buy-in their leases at a fair price. I think the Duchy will
accept this concession if pressed.

5. The alternative is to stand our ground. The Duchy would then
L either have to give way, or could refuse to agree to the

voluntaryjsndestakin(wRich we would wish to ensure is published

|



before SecondaReading).

6. My view is that as we have now forced the Crown to reduceconsiderably the range of exemptions which were in the 1967
undertaking, we should now bank what we have and take credit forthe new undertaking - and take it quickly. It would be forthe
Prince (rather than the Government) to justify the exclusion of
Newton St Loe if the matter ever became a matter of public
debate. But it is open to the Minister to fight if hewishes,
recognising that this is likely to have costs to both sides.

FT 2 Shel”
J E ROBERTS

N11/03 a
® 276-3379 oud
FAX 276 0531 ”
22 October 1992 E
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Ms. Penny Allars,ea, esl /19/o0/2
Department of the’ Enviroment,
2 Marsham Street,
Zondon SWip 383 22na october 1992

Dear Ws. Allars,
Housing and Urban Development Bill

Thank you for your letter of 19th October 1992.

saving discussed this matter with His Royal Highness,
1 am writing to confirm that His Royal Highness has signified his

a ng tof the Duchy of Cornwall to the Bill.

© have instructed the Duchy Solicitor to deal with the
finaleen EE i own Undertaking, a Graft of which you sent
me and which, in principle, issatisfactory.

Yours sincerely,

prs
D. W. N. Landale

Secretary

DWNL/AJW
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I understand that 1 will shortly be receiving,
In my capacity as Duke of Cornwall, a request to
slanify my consent to the Housing and Urban
Development Bill. In advance of recelving this
request, I felt thot I should write to express my
specific concern In respect of one aspect of what I
understand will be in the Bill. Before doing so,
however, 1 am pleased that in respect of the Duchy of
Cornwall, discussions between the Secretary of the

Duchy and the Department of the Environment are

progressing satisfactorily, I understand that oll

matters, Including the content of the voluntary

undertaking in respect of the Bill, and the

exclusions thereto, should be concluded within the

deadline to which the Department is working.

My particular concern relates to the long-term

effect of enfranchisement on those historic parts of

London and elsewhere which, under the leasehold

system, have been responsibly managed by lessors -

and which now represent some of the most admired



parts of our national heritage. | appreciote that,

under the Bill, lessors will be able to establish

management schemes With powers to preserve the
environmental and architectural Integrity of these

estates and properties. Obviously, these schemes go
some way to dealing with my concern. However, it

does seem to me that there may be Instances where,

for whatever reason, a responsible lessor decides not

to establish such a scheme and allows enfranchisement

to take place regardless. I have seen photographs of

instances where this has happened under the Leasehold

Reform Act 1967 ond, I must say, the result is very

depressing. (I om enclosing a set of such

photographs which show what the effect can be).

Derelict buildings ond inappropriate alterations and

additions to the elevations of individual buildings

have, notwithstanding the planning legislation

framework, destroyed once coherent streetscapes.

Obviously, I hope, and expect, that most a

responsible lessors will establish management scl nes

to preserve the special character of thelr estates
and properties. The leasehold system seems a

oi



| to me to provide an excellent model for the
| Department to follow In as much as ft is clear that

this system has achieved, when implemented well, the
quality of built environment which, as I say, is
globally and in the literal sense, admired. | am far
from being a lawyer, but I do urge you most sincerely
to ensure that a legal framework Is created whereby
responsible lessors will be able to establish and
operate schemes which achieve the same level of

practicable control, in respect of preserving the

integrity of the estates and properties, as applies

under the leasehold system. After all, some of the

best known and most admired streetscapes in London,

and elsewhere, are the consequence of this system.

If this Is not possible, inevitably, I fear, over

time, some of the jewels of our built environment

will be lost - and will never be recoverable.

On a more general note, from my experience with

the Duchy of Cornwall, I am very aware that the

variety of property arrangements which are entered

into is almost infinite. The flexibility of the



existing legal system to cater for different types of
property is substantial and loudable. I do hope that

the Bill will deal with all the situations which

currently exist in an equitable manner and will not,

through over-simplification, disadvantage any lessor

or lessee unintentionally.

You will appreciate from the above that I am

very concerned about the effects of this Bill on our

built environment in the long-term and that the

Government may be paying too heavy a price in

attempting to extend the ability to enfranchise to

all lessees.

I hope that you do not mind my writing in this

manner and that, in due course, my concerns will

prove to be unfounded.


